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Objectives: Treatment with lipid-lowering therapy (LLT) such as statins, cholesterol

absorption inhibitors, or PCSK9 inhibitors is of major importance for the survival of patients

with atherosclerotic diseases, and adherence to LLT is essential for treatment success. The

intention of this study was to investigate adherence to LLT in patients with coronary heart

disease (CHD) in a 12-month follow-up period in Saxony-Anhalt, the state with the highest

incidence and mortality for CHD in Germany.

Patients and methods: Data were taken from 542 hospitalized patients with angiographi-

cally documented CHD who were prospectively included in this study conducted in the

Department of Medicine III of the University Clinics (Halle). We collected data concerning

medication at discharge and after 3 and 12 months.

Results: A total of 542 patients were included in this study. Mean age was 69.2 ± 11.8 years.

In all, 68.8% were males, 165 (30.4%) were smokers, 39.7% suffered from diabetes, and

86.9% had arterial hypertension. The follow-up time of this study was 12 months. At

discharge, 463 patients (85.4%) were being treated with a statin. After 3 months 409

(75.5%) and after 12 months, 395 patients (72.9%) were still on statin therapy, respectively.

In total treatment, adherence for the statin medication decreased by 15.7% in 12 months.

Kaplan–Meier analyses showed that survival, taken as freedom of death from any cause,

decreased significantly if statin treatment was stopped (p=0.001). This was confirmed by

multivariate Cox regression (HR 1.78, p=0.012). Ezetemibe was prescribed for 56 patients at

discharge (10.3%). After 3 months, 40 patients (7.4%) were still taking ezetemibe. After 12

months, adherence to ezetemibe treatment decreased to 4.1% (22 patients).

Conclusion: During follow-up for 3 and 12 months, adherence for statin therapy decreased

by 15.7% and for ezetemibe by 46.6%. Here, low adherence to statin therapy was associated

with fatal outcome.
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Introduction
Coronary heart disease (CHD) is the most common cause of death in industrial

nations.1 The main risk factors are tobacco use, arterial hypertension, diabetes, and

dyslipoproteinemia. Here, higher levels of low-density lipoprotein cholesterol

(LDL-C) in particular can initiate and then promote progression of atherosclerosis.

In Germany, incidence and mortality of CHD have been decreasing in the past

few decades; however, numbers are still higher in former East Germany than in the

western German federal states, and the highest rate can be found in Saxony-Anhalt.
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(German Heart Foundation e.V. editors. Deutscher

Herzbericht 2017[German Heart Report 2017]. Frankfurt,

Germany; 2018. German).

The causes of differences between states are not well

investigated. Possible factors include differing health care,

lower densities of physicians in relation to populations, a

less effective emergency physician system, longer time to

hospital admission, especially in acute coronary syndrome

patients, and different education levels among the popula-

tion being associated with less health awareness.2

Lipid-lowering therapy (LLT), such as statins, ezeti-

mibe, or PCSK9 inhibitors that mainly reduce LDL-C,

reduces the risk for cardiovascular events in primary and

secondary prevention.3 Since the discovery of these drugs,

numerous studies have proven their effectiveness and a

good cost–benefit ratio.3

Obviously, the effect of LLT depends on how patients

follow through with their medication, which is commonly

described by the term adherence.4 Adherence is defined as

the extent to which a person’s behavior—taking medica-

tion, following a diet, and/or executing lifestyle changes—

corresponds with agreed recommendations from a health-

care provider and is literally defined as sticking to

something.3,5

Good adherence is often not permanent so that after a few

years at the latest adherence decreases dramatically.

Mangiapane et al showed that after 5 years, only 17

percent of patients were taking the statin medication pre-

scribed in the discharge letter after hospitalization for

acute myocardial infarction.6 Ho and Magid showed that

a lack of adherence to LLT translates into a significant

increase in risk for rehospitalization, need for percuta-

neous revascularization, and cardiovascular death.7

We hypothesized that low adherence to LLT represents

another factor for high CHD mortality in Saxony-Anhalt.

Furthermore, we expected a decreasing adherence for sta-

tin and ezetemib therapy in the follow-up.

Methods
Aim of this monocentric, prospective cohort study was

to investigate adherence to LLT in 558 patients with

CHD from Saxony-Anhalt. All patients were hospita-

lized from 2011 to 2012 in the Department of

Medicine III (Cardiology) or in the Department of

Cardiac Surgery of the University Clinic Halle (Saale).

CHD had to be proved by percutaneous coronary

angiography during the current or previous hospitaliza-

tion period before a patient was included in the study.

Collected data focused on risk factors such as body

mass index (BMI), gender, dyslipoproteinemia (total

cholesterol >5.2 mmol/L or LDL-C >3,9 mmol/L),

diabetes mellitus (fasting blood glucose ≥ 7 mmol/L,

hypertension (blood pressure >140/90 mmHg)),

tobacco use, and other variables that are typical for

patients with CHD. Most importantly, data on current

drug treatment, including statins and ezetemibe, were

collected. Before demission, patients were visited and

asked about their risk factors. Also, the medication

(LLT) of the discharge letters was documented.

After 3 and 12 months, patients were contacted by

postal mail. Here, a standardized questionnaire was sent

out, which included questions concerning medication or

events such as hospital admission after discharge in the

target hospitalization.

If the patients did not send back the questionnaires, a

telephone interview was conducted with the patient or his/

her relatives or the patient’s physician was contacted. If

the information could not be obtained from these persons,

civil registration offices were contacted and information

was requested about current addresses or date of death.

The study was approved by the ethics committee of the

Martin Luther University Halle-Wittenberg.

Patients were defined as adherent to LLT if statins

and/or ezetemibe, including their effective dosage, were

unchanged, newly prescribed, or increased. Patients

were defined as nonadherent if statins and/or ezetemibe

were stopped or dosage was decreased.

Statistical Analyses
Continuous variables were described as mean and stan-

dard deviation; skewed variables were median and 25%

and 75% quartiles. Categorical variables were docu-

mented as absolute numbers and percentage. For com-

parison of metric, normally distributed variables, t-test

was used. Mann–Whitney U-test was applied to com-

pare skewed variables. For normally distributed, cate-

gorical variables, the chi-squared test was employed.

Survival analyses included Kaplan–Meier analyses

with log rank test and multivariate Cox regression ana-

lyses. Multivariate Cox regression was applied to ana-

lyze the influence on adherence to lipid-lowering

medication. P-values <0.05 were considered significant.

Statistical analyses were performed using SPSS

Statistics (SPSS Inc, Chicago, IL) software.
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Results
Data were obtained from 548 patients as four patients were

lost to follow-up and six patients withdrew their consent.

Among the 658 patients screened for this study, 542

individuals met the inclusion criteria. Mean age was 69.2

± 11.8 years, 68.8% were males, and 165 (30.4%) were

smokers. Furthermore, 39.7% suffered from diabetes and

86.9% had arterial hypertension. Three hundred and ninety-

nine patients had in time of inclusion a percutaneous inter-

vention (73.6%). The follow-up time of this study was 12

months.

The two groups differed significantly regarding base-

line parameters: patients with peripheral artery disease

(15.7% versus 23.0%, p=0.039) and patients with atrial

fibrillation (30.7% versus 39.2%, p=0.040) were less

adherent. Not surprisingly, patients with known dyslipo-

proteinemia tended to show better adherence (66.0% vs

54.7%, p=0.052). Further, patients of the nonadherent

group more often had undergone coronary bypass surgery

(26.1% versus 37.2%, p=0.012) (Table 1).

The two groups did not differ significantly regarding the

laboratory results, interestingly including lipid parameters

such as LDL-C at admission to the hospital (Table 2).

Patients adherent to LLT were also more often on

aspirin (73.4% versus 64.2%, p=0.038), P2Y12 inhibitors

(47.7% versus 33.1%, p=0.003), and beta-blockers (93.1%

versus 83.8%, p=0.020) at discharge, whereas other evi-

dence-based treatments for CHD did not differ in the

treatment groups (Table 3).

At discharge, 85.5% of all patients were taking a statin.

In the group of patients who were not adherent, 92

(62.2%) patients had been taking a statin when discharged.

Of the adherent group, 371 patients (95.2%) were taking a

statin (p=0.001) at discharge.

In the nonadherent group, 11 patients (7.4%) were

taking ezetemibe. In the adherent group, 49 patients

(12.4%) were on ezetemibe at discharge (p=0.282)

The LLT as presented in detail in Table 4 shows that

simvastatin was the most frequently prescribed statin. The

dose most commonly used was simvastatin (20mg).

Ezetemibe for monotherapy was prescribed for three

patients at discharge. The combination most often used

was ezetemibe and simvastatin (10/40mg). After 3 and

12 months, the prescribed dosages decreased. After 3

months, 143 patients were taking simvastatin (40mg).

However, the prescribed doses for simvastatin (40mg)

also dropped. The combination of ezetemibe and a statin

also decreased for almost all dosages (Table 4).

Statin therapy differed from discharge to the 3-month

follow-up (463 versus 409 patients, p=0.001). Furthermore,

the prescribed statin medication dropped in the period from

the 3-month follow-up to the 12-month follow-up (409

versus 395 patients, p=0.237). Particularly, the number of

patients on ezetemibe decreased from 60 patients at dis-

charge to 32 patients after 12 months (p=0.001).

The Kaplan–Meier estimate for ezetemibe medica-

tion showed an increased occurrence for cardiac death,

stroke, and myocardial infarction (Figure 1) when the

Table 1 Baseline Parameter

Variable Total (n=542) Adherent (n=394) Nonadherent (n=148) p-Value

Age, years 69.21 (±11.8) 68.95 (±11.8) 69.86 (±11.6) 0.429

Male, n (%) 373 (68.82) 274 (69.5) 99 (66.9) 0.554

Tobacco use (%) 165 (30.44) 120 (30.5) 45 (30.4) 0.991

Diabetes, n (%) 215 (39.67) 152 (38.6) 63 (42.6) 0.516

Arterial hypertension, n (%) 471 (86.90) 339 (86.0) 132 (89.2) 0.245

Dyslipoproteinemia, n (%) 341 (62.80) 260 (66.0) 81 (54.7) 0.052

Myocardial infarction, n (%) 293 (54.06) 214 (54.3) 79 (53.4) 0.940

Peripheral artery disease, n (%) 98 (18.08) 62 (15.7) 34 (23.0) 0.039

Atrial fibrillation, n (%) 179 (33.01) 121 (30.7) 58 (39.2) 0.040

Carotid stenosis, n (%) 52 (9.59) 35 (8.9) 17 (11.5) 0.284

Stroke, n (%) 73 (13.47) 55 (14.0) 18 (12.2) 0.796

Coronary artery bypass surgery, n (%) 158 (29.15) 103 (26.1) 55 (37.2) 0.012

Heart failure, n (%) 247 (45.57) 172 (43.7) 75 (50.7) 0.114

BMI, kg/m2 28.71 (±4.63) 28.89 (±4.62) 28.21 (±4.65) 0.131

Left ventricular ejection fraction in % 48.2 (±10.8) 52.47 (±12.34) 50.17 (±13.87) 0.086

Note: Values are percentages or mean ± SD.

Abbreviation: BMI, body mass index.
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treatment was stopped (p=0.372 via log rank test). The

Kaplan–Meier analysis for ezetemibe medication also

demonstrated a nonsignificant trend for decreased sur-

vival concerning death from any cause (Figure 2) when

ezetemibe therapy was stopped (p=0.146 via log rank

test). Applying the Kaplan–Meier estimate for death

from any cause, survival decreased significantly when

statin medication was stopped (p=0.001 via log rank

test). However, the Kaplan–Meier analysis for cardiac

death, stroke, and myocardial infarction (Figure 3)

showed no survival advantage for an unchanged statin

therapy (p=0.466 via log rank test). Cox regression

analysis included the factors negative adherence to

LLT, coronary artery bypass surgery, atrial fibrillation,

peripheral artery disease, and hyperlipidemia. An inde-

pendent predictor for cardiac mortality, stroke, and

myocardial infarction was a negative adherence to

LLT with a HR of 1.78 (95% CI 1.13–2.79 P=0.012)

(Table 5).

Discussion
Cardiovascular diseases are the most common cause of

death in Germany.8 However, there are regional differ-

ences in the occurrence of cardiovascular death and myo-

cardial infarction, especially for Saxony-Anhalt. In

addition to the classical risk factors (diabetes mellitus,

arterial hypertension, and tobacco abuse), hyperlipidemia

is quite important for the development of atherosclerosis

and thus for the emergence of cardiovascular diseases.

Therefore, LLT is important for the prognosis of cardio-

vascular diseases. More than any other lipid-lowering

medication, statins and ezetemibe have been well exam-

ined and are established in daily clinical practice. The “4S-

study”, accomplished in 1994, showed that the decrease in

LDL-C reduces the occurrence of cardiovascular diseases.

Furthermore, the “Heart protection study” demonstrated

that statins also reduce the risk of cardiovascular diseases

within a longer observation period (follow-up time 5

years).9,10

Table 2 Laboratory Results

Variable All Adherent Nonadherent p-Value

Leukocytes [Gpt/L], (n=529) 8.30 (±3.3) 8.12 (±2.8) 8.5 (±4.6) 0.146

Hemoglobin [mmol/L], (n=529) 8.19 (±1.3) 8.16 (±1.6) 7.67 (±2.0) 0.158

Cholesterol [mmol/L], (n=343) 4.56 (±1.5) 2.93 (±2.4) 2.79 (±2.6) 0.250

CRP [mg/L], (n=397) 5.3 (1.8/18.0) 4.9 (2.1/16.6) 5.8 (2.8/19.2) 0.311

HDL-C [mmol/L], (n=337) 1.18 (±0.4) 1.18 (±0.4) 1.18 (±0.5) 0.273

LDL-C [mmol/L], (n=515) 2.73 (±1.2) 2.65 (±1.2) 2.99 (±1.2) 0.719

Triglycerides [mmol/L], (n=340) 1.6 (1.1/2.3) 1.60 (1.1/2.4) 1.55 (1.1/2.3) 0.511

Lp(a) [g/L], (n=299) 0.13 (0.05/0.39) 0.13 (0.05/0.41) 0.14 (0.06/9.37) 0.719

Creatinin [µmol/L], (n=523) 93.0 (77.0/118.0) 99 (77/142) 91 (75/114) 0.140

GFR [mL/min], (n=511) 52.3 (±14.5) 53.4 (±12.3) 51.6 (±15.6) 0.471

Note: Values are percentages or mean ± SD, given in SI units.

Abbreviations: LDL, low-density lipoprotein; HDL, high-density lipoprotein; GFR, glomerular filtration rate; CRP, C-reactive protein.

Table 3 Drugs At Discharge

Medication History, n (%) Total Adherent Nonadherent p-Value

Aspirin 384 (70.9) 289 (73.4) 95 (64.2) 0.038

P2Y12 Inhibitors 237 (43.7) 188 (47.7) 49 (33.1) 0.003

Oral anticoagulation 145 (26.8) 101 (25.6) 44 (29.7) 0.241

ACEI 347 (64.0) 253 (64.2) 94 (63.5) 0.915

ARB 166 (30.6) 125 (31.7) 41 (27.7) 0.536

CCB 156 (28.8) 113 (28.7) 43 (29.1) 0.853

ß-Blockers 491 (90.6) 367 (93.1) 124 (83.8) 0.020

MRA 103 (19.0) 73 (18.5) 30 (20.3) 0.626

Note: Values are absolute numbers and percentages.

Abbreviations: ACEI, angiotensin-converting enzyme inhibitor; ARB, angiotensin receptor blocker; CCB, calcium channel blocker; MRA, mineralocorticoid receptor

antagonist.
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Ezetemibe monotherapy reduces LDL-C levels by 10 to

20 percent, but the most significant benefit was shown in the

“Improve it” study (2014) for the combination of simvastatin

and ezetemibe, which demonstrated an advantage for patients

on that regimen in comparison to a statin monotherapy

regarding cardiovascular outcome.11,12

Further adherence and persistence are cornerstones for

prevention and treatment of cardiovascular disease. Good

adherence reduces cardiovascular events and mortality.13

Reducing mortality and morbidity with statins provides

an important economic benefit. The “Ward study” showed

that therapy with statins has a better cost–benefit ratio than

treatment with placebo.14 Furthermore, it is obvious that a

lack of adherence increases the cost of health care.15

Especially adherence to LLT, shown in international stu-

dies, decreases after demission. In a long time trial, there was

a decline of adherence to LLT from demission to a 12-month

Table 4 LLT In Detail During Study Period

Drug Dosage

(mg)

Discharge 3-Month

Follow-

Up

12-Month

Follow-

Up

Simvastatin 10 3 4 7

20 211 181 171

30 1 1 3

40 161 143 135

60 2 1 1

80 2 5 7

Pravastatin 10 1 – –

20 3 6 5

30 3 3 1

40 3 4 5

Atorvastatin 10 2 4 –

20 4 5 6

40 2 6 7

80 1 – 1

Fluvastatin 20 4 3 2

40 6 2 4

80 2 4 3

Ezetemibe 10 3 5 3

Ezetemibe +

simvastatin

10 + 20 13 8 7

10 + 40 32 23 18

10 + 80 6 5 –

Ezetemibe +

pravastatin

10 + 40 2 – 1

Ezetemibe +

fluvastatin

10 + 40 3 – –

10 + 80 – 4 1

Ezetemibe +

atorvastatin

10 + 40 – - 1

10 + 80 1 - 1

Note: Dosage in milligrams (mg).

Figure 2 Kaplan–Meier estimate. Kaplan–Meier analysis for death, ezetemibe

therapy stopped versus ezetemibe therapy unchanged.

Figure 3 Kaplan–Meier estimate. Kaplan–Meier analysis for cardiac death, stroke,

and myocardial infarction, statin therapy stopped versus statin therapy unchanged.

Figure 1 Kaplan–Meier estimate. Kaplan–Meier analysis for cardiac death, stroke,

and myocardial infarction, ezetemibe therapy stopped versus ezetemibe therapy

unchanged.
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follow-up to 54%.16 Also, statin discontinuation represents a

problem for successful treatment of CHD. Forty to seventy-

five percent of patients treated with statins interrupt their

statin therapy in a 1-year observation period.17

To effectively treat atherosclerosis-related diseases,

guidelines for therapy are required. Concerning the special

risk profile in Saxony-Anhalt, it is crucial to investigate

whether adherence has an effect on morbidity and mortal-

ity. As described in the Results section, the two groups in

part differed significantly concerning the prevalence of

cardiovascular risk factors (hyperlipidemia, peripheral

artery disease). The present study shows a significant

difference concerning the LLT at discharge (62.2% in the

nonadherent group were taking a statin vs 85.5% in the

adherent group, p=0.001; 7.4% in the nonadherent group

were on ezetemibe vs 12.4% in the adherent group,

p=0.282). Simvastatin was the most frequently prescribed

statin in this study (dose 20mg). The most often used

combination was ezetemibe and simvastatin (10/40mg).

Results of other studies have shown a nonadherence

rate of 13% for statin medication in a 6-month follow-up

period.18 Follow-ups of 12 months report a nonadherence

rate of 16%.19 Long-term studies show a decrease of up to

26% after 4 years.7

The findings of this study demonstrate that statin med-

ication use dropped to 11.7% from discharge to the 3-

month follow-up (p=0.001). After 12 months, there was

a decline of 15.7% (Figure 4). Concerning the ezetemibe

medication, there was a reduction of 25% after 3 months

and 46.6% after 12 months (Figure 4; p=0.001).

The Kaplan–Meier analysis for ezetemibe indicated

only a tendential increase in mortality (p=0.146;

Figure 2) for patients who stopped taking ezetemibe.

When applying univariate Kaplan–Meier analysis with

log rank test, mortality increased after statin therapy was

stopped (p=0.001; Figure 5). However, stopped statin

therapy was not linked to increased occurrence of the

combined endpoint (stroke, myocardial infarction, and

cardiac death; p=0.466; Figure 3). In addition, multivariate

Cox regression showed that patients with a negative adher-

ence had a hazard ratio of 1.78 for the combined endpoint

(Table 5).

The fact that, in the present study, negative adherence to

LLT was the only independent predictor in the multivariate

model for worse outcome in patients with coronary heart

disease emphasizes the importance of adherence to LLT

(Table 5).

This study confirms results of previous investigations

which demonstrated an increase in cardiovascular death

after withdrawal of statins.20

Figure 4 LLT at discharge, 3- and 12-month follow-up.

Note: Values in absolute numbers; reduction in LLT in percentage from discharge

to 12-month follow-up.

Figure 5 Kaplan–Meier estimate. Kaplan–Meier analysis for death, statin therapy

stopped versus statin therapy unchanged.

Table 5 Multivariate Cox Regression Analysis

HR Lower

CI

Upper

CI

p-

Value

Negative adherence to lipid-

lowering therapy

1.776 1.133 2.790 0.012

Coronary artery bypass

surgery

1.430 0.872 2.344 0.156

Atrial fibrillation 1.062 0.552 1.460 0.664

Peripheral artery disease 1.208 0.738 2.221 0.380

Hyperlipidemia 0.690 0.435 1.094 0.115

Abbreviation: HR, hazard ratio.
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As this study represents the results of “real-life” practice,

many patients showed changes in medication after discharge.

The causes for this could be economic status or intolerance.

Unauthorized withdrawal might also explain this.

Thus, a limitation of this study is the smaller sample

size of patients treated with ezetemibe in comparison to

patients treated with statins.

Conclusion
Lipid-lowering therapy with statins and ezetemibe

diminishes mortality in patients with cardiovascular dis-

eases. In the case of nonadherence, this effect is lost.
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